
 

Advantec 75 Series Digital Currency Counter
[B-75(U)(UM)]

 Your Price: $598.95
 
 Type:
 IR
 IR & UV +$100
 IR, UV, & MG +$200

 
Prices and specifications are subject to change. Click the
link to view the latest information: Advantec 75 Series Digital
Currency Counter

The Advantec75 is breakthrough in currency counters. Built to standards usually reserved for aircraft
components, it combines speed, precision, and versatility into one heavy-duty machine. Packed with
cutting-edge features and tested in ultra-demanding counting environments, the Advantec 75 is ready
for any mission.

In an industry first, the Advantec75 displays both the cause and the remedy for counting errors in easy-
to-understand language on its large liquid crystal display. Of course, it also keeps the user informed of
key count information and operating mode status.

The Advantec75 offers adding, counting, batching, and adding + batching modes, making it the perfect
choice when all-around performance is a requirement. Infrared (Basic and U models) and ultraviolet (U
model) sensors are able to spot a wide range of bill discrepancies, including half, double, and chain
notes, note-width differences, and sophisticated counterfeits.

An intuitive keypad coupled with an easy-to-read display that provides comprehensive information
makes operating the Advantec75 easy. User preferences such as screen brightness and keypad sounds
can be quickly customized. The Advantec75 CAD also sleeps with one eye open, instantly switching
from energy-saving sleep mode to counting when bills are loaded in the hopper.

The Advantec75 counts up to 1,500 bills per minute without sacrificing accuracy, reliability, or crucial
detection capabilities. Counting speeds of 800, 1000, and 1200 are also available to ensure smooth
counting of both worn and new bills.

Features

Four counting speeds accommodate both worn and new bills
Operating modes: Count, add, and batch modes; add + batch mode
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Large, top-loading hopper holds 425 bills (new)
Rugged, heavy-duty construction
Innovative onscreen instructions help users remedy common errors
Switches to energy-saving sleep mode when not in use
One-Eye-Open™ feature switches unit from sleep to counting when bills are loaded
Batch size ranges from 0-999
Add mode ranges from 0 – 999,999; totals all counts;
Auto/Manual start option

Specifications

          Warranty 3 year full parts and labor extended
warranty

Power 110-240 VAC 50-60Hz 40 W
Size 9.0" H x 10.6” W x 9.8” D
Weight 12.3 Pounds
Shipping Weight 14.8 Pounds
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